
Minutes of Steering Committee No 9, 27th August 2020, 4.0pm to 5.50pm 

Present:  Mike Kelly (Chair), Melanie Frobisher, Rob Buick, Alan Sloan, Fred West, Terry 
Barnett  

1) Apologies for Absence; Ken Cole,  Erik Juul Mortensen 
2) Approval of Minutes of Meeting No 8; Approved 
3) Declaration of personal interest in topics to be discussed; None declared 
4) Financial Report; Fred stated there were no changes to our financial position since 

our last meeting. Mike informed Fred that approx £70 had been spent on banners and 
that the use of Zoom  was approximately £15 per month, this being the second month, 
which should be reserved out of the accounts as a liability (Zoom for 6 months) 

5) Actions arising from Meeting no 8; 
a) Design Codes; Locality has awarded us Technical assistance with the formulation 

of Design Codes for the Area. Mike met with Mark Hughes of AECOM who is in 
charge of the section of AECOM responsible for providing Technical assistance to 
Forums with regard to Design Codes, and toured the Area with him. Notes of the 
meeting are on the google drive. A further meeting with his assistants was 
proposed but in the end the assistants visited the Area independently and 
subsequently have requested and received more information from Mike and from 
RBC. Their research is ongoing. 

b) History and Demographics. Fred, Alan and Debi reported that these studies were 
very near completion, due in the next few days. Mike emphasised the need to 
publish ASAP as these documents will demonstrate the hard work committee 
members have been doing, and also assist AECOM with their work on Design 
Codes. 

c) Archaeology; Nothing to report. Ken has this as an action. 
d) Housing Survey; Melanie has organised this into 20 groups of roads, and Mike, 

Alan Melanie and Rob have undertaken to ‘do’ specific groups, leaving 11 groups 
still to be allocated. Terry said he could do a group near his house and Melanie is 
sorting this out for him. Melanie also has a neighbour who has volunteered to help 
with may result in another group being done. Therefore there are still about 7 
groups to do. 
Mike emphasised the need to keep it simple, with clear indicators on the maps as 
to where and in what direction photos are taken, minimal notes where houses are 
repeat types or typical of a road/ area, and clear indications where buildings are 
clearly older and of possible historic interest (for example; The Willows was a 
historically important building on the corner of Willow Drive, but got knocked 
down because no one realised it was part of the villages history and development). 
He also advised that when transferring photos to a file and renaming them, that the 
prefix of the designated road group be used followed by the photo number (eg 6-
12, 6-13, 6-14 etc for the Group 6 roads). This would make it easier to sort out 
when the report is compiled, otherwise we could easily get in a muddle trying to 
identify the location of the photos. 



e) Amenities Questionnaire: Not yet done by Mike. Some discussion over whether 
this could be the same as the business questionnaire;- Mike to review. 

f) Open Air Displays; Mike had asked Ken to take this over after the last meeting, 
but Ken has been unable to progress it beyond asking the Beehive if we could do 
one in their grounds, as he has had to concentrate on his own urgent work over the 
last month. 
Melanie agreed to take charge of it. A discussion ensued regarding content and 
locations. Mike said we have now got two banners that could be both on the front 
of a table and attached to railings. Bond street roundabout was dismissed as being 
of very limited visibility. The Church railings were raised as a possibility. Further 
discussion and actions noted below.  
Actions; noted below  

6) Discussion re Residents Questionnaire; Mike reported responses to the 
questionnaire increased to a total of about 60 after he had sent out a second e mail to 
EGVRA members. He had also asked RBC to assist by sending out communications 
via their residents communications network, and had provided them with details via 
Jap Solh, one of our councillors. 
It was pointed out that a communication via facebook had been issued today by RBC 
and that a further 20 responses had come in already which was good news. Mike will 
continue to press RBC to issue further calls to residents in the next few weeks. 
A discussion ensued regarding further publicity for the questionnaire. Various actions 
noted below. 

7) Discussion re Business Questionnaire; Terry reported that he had spent some time 
personally visiting businesses in the area and asking them to complete the 
questionnaire. Whilst the visits were successful in collecting e mails etc (though some 
were subsequently found to be wrong) he had had little success in getting the 
questionnaire filled in, mainly he thought because the people in the businesses usually 
were not the owners, and also because Covid was meaning they were concentrating on 
surviving rather then anything else. 
Terry felt that hard copies of the questionnaire, plus had copies of the residents 
questionnaire could be useful. He also requested access to the business questionnaire 
responses so he could see how many responded and who to chase up. Only 3 
responses have been received to date. 

8) Discussion re Schedule and Targets; Mike has not yet drawn up a revised schedule, 
but asked the meeting to say what targets we should have for the next 3 months (ie to 
end of November 2020). 
Following discussion, these were defined as; 
a) Complete and publish the History and Demography Studies. 
b) Complete the Housing Audit raw data by the end of September and then sort it out 

into a Housing Audit Report. 
c) Actively publicise the questionnaires with a view to close then by end of 

November. 
d) Progress an outline Plan to sufficient detail to start seeking Consultant advise. 
e) Progress Design Codes to a draft document. 



    
9) Discussion re Team to start formulating the Plan; Mike said that if we were to start 

involving Consultants we must first get our Plan into an outline form. A discussion 
ensued as to how this could be done and it was suggested that one of the completed 
Local Plans of an adjacent Area could be used to lay out headings and then start 
putting together some outline subheadings, etc. 
It was agreed that an outdoor meeting would take place in Mikes garden on Thursday 
3rd Sept subject to weather, with the topic to be how to start writing the Plan. 

10) AOB; Discussion about the Government White Paper proposing changes to the 
Planning rules, and discussion about the possible re-organisation of local government 
into unitary councils. Watch this space.   

Actions arising from the Meeting for September completion 

1) Reserves in the accounts for Zoom and banner expenditure; Fred 
2) Continued liaison with AECOM on Design Codes; Mike 
3) Publication  of History and Demographics; Fred, Alan, Debi 
4) Archaeology report; Ken 
5) Housing Audit- photography and rough notes to be completed ; All committee 

members and any volunteers they can rope in! Co-ordinate through Melanie. 
6) Amenities Questionnaire; Mike to complete and issue to Terry. 
7) Open Air displays; Melanie to take charge and see if it can be progressed. 
8) Questionnaire and Publicity; 

a) Alan to investigate with the Vicar whether a banner can be put on the Church 
railings opposite Smiths. 

b) Melanie to put a piece on the Greenies calling for people to answer the 
questionnaire. 

c) All to consider what publications we can effectivelyadvertise our questionnaire in. 
d) Mike to continue to press RBC to issue further calls for the questionnaire and to 

investigate an advert in the next ‘Around and About’ magazine. 
e) Mike and Debi to review the original leaflet and to adapt it or devise a new 

format. Mike to print up copies at different sizes for notice boards and leaving in 
shops, businesses etc. 

f) Mike to produce a ‘word’ version  of the residents and business questionnaires 
and print up copies. 

g) Terry to issue new leaflets to businesses, shops, pubs etc and use hard copies of 
questionnaires as necessary. 

h) Rob to put leaflets/ posters on notice boards. 
i) Rob to investigate whether we can cut costs by transferring our meetings to 

Google Teams. 
j) Melanie to print larger posters if locations can be found for them (Rob to advise 

locations if any + All).  
k) Mike to produce a revised Schedule 
l) Mike to produce a set of headings for the Plan and its discussion next Thursday. 



Date of next meeting confirmed 24th September 2020 at 4.0pm 

 


